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The classroom is a home for every student. As teachers, we also play the role of a parent by means of extending motherly gesture to them. The disciplinary actions that undergone in the classroom may affect the learner’s engagement in the process of learning. Here are some of the ways in applying certain classroom rules.

1. Be fair.

Make sure that all students get the same consequence for some wrong doings – even for best student. Contrariwise, make sure that all of your students get equally rewarded for doing well.

2. Be easy to understand rules.

If you ask for admirable classroom discipline, make sure that your students understand just what is being asked of them.

3. Be consistent.

Do not break a rule. It’s not just a random sampling but instead imply consequence to every broken rule.

5. Use a little humor.

If hard times come, little jokes will help them enjoy the class thus wearing smile while the class is ongoing.
6. Avoid confrontation in front of class

You will feel bitter about if you confront a student in front of his or her peers and friends. Also, every confrontation has a winner and a loser, don’t defend either.

7. Does not obstruct classroom teaching.

Classroom interruptions should be prohibited – you do not want to lose your class momentum.

8. Make a plan.

You can loosen the restraints that you imposed in the start of the school year a bit. Then try to tighten the reins as days and weeks gone by– students will still act out.


It’s not essential to put in force some form of discipline in the classroom. Have high expectations. Self-fulfilling prophecy to teach how to behave and treat them like good students.

10. Prepare productive activities.

Prepare varied and even self-learning activities to avoid a class to get disruptive and filled idle time.

11. Treat as individuals.

Just because nine students understand your rules, it does not mean that the tenth student will. Different students have different behaviors on how to learn various necessities and possessions.
12. Use positive rules.

State them through boosting words of what should they should follow. Optimistic approach to situations though strict way of implementation still give confident results.

As the case maybe, the treatment they experience inside our so-called “class home” will serve as their foundation in handling various events that may took place into their lives, whether achievements or failures, will remain forever in their hearts.
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